
S1 Wk 3 Bees Thursday 29.4.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to explore the sequence
of the story

Sequence the story into opening, build up, problem, resolution, ending.  Draw a
story map for each part.  Practise telling the story using the story map.

Egyptian Cinderella

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

USe the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

Art to use slip and scratch
techniques to produce a
clay model

Use air dry clay to follow the procedures on smart notebook to make the Sphinx
in clay.

air dry clay
clay tools
smart notebook

Sphinx,
pyramids, Giza

Friday 30.4.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to retell a story using
drama

Act out the story. smart notebook

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

USe the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

History LO to locate Ancient Egypt and
understand the importance of
the Nile valley.

Where was Ancient Egypt and what’s it like today?
Locate Egypt and Nile Valley on globe.  To mark the Nile and tributaries on a map.
Understand the importance of the Nile to the development of the civilisation.
How can we discover what Ancient Egypt was like over 5,000 years ago?
Look at slides 2-6 - set the scene for planning expedition to find pyramids, considering
the climate and location of sites. Task - locating sites for pyramids and temples
Task - Zone of inference annotate image of Nebamun Hunting from richly-decorated
tomb to describe everyday life

EGYPT Locate sites PPT
Zones of inference slide 7
Egyptians smart notebook

zones of
inference
tributaries
Nile valley


